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Forest disturbances are intensifying globally, yet regional drivers of these dynamics remain poorly understood.
We investigated recent disturbance intensities in Norway spruce (Picea abies L.) forests in Slovakia (Central
Europe) with different management objectives in 2000–2017 based on Landsat imagery. We focused on 122
strict reserves without any management, their actively managed surroundings (500 m and 2000 m buffers),
and managed production forests beyond the buffer areas. We used generalized additive mixed models to test
for differences in temporal trends of disturbance intensity among these management categories. We found that
disturbance intensity was increasing in all management categories during the studied period. The increase was
more pronounced in the managed forests (compound annual disturbance rate 1.76% year−1) and the 2000 m
buffer (2.21% year−1) than in the strict reserves (0.58% year−1). The predicted cumulative disturbance during the
18-year period was 9.9% in the reserves and 30.5% in the 2000 m buffer. We found that forests in nature reserves
can be more resistant to disturbances than forests managed for timber production, despite management efforts
to control disturbances in managed forests. Our findings can help reconcile the different perceptions of natural
disturbances and their management in Central Europe and support climate-adapted management strategies
that consider natural disturbances as an indispensable component of ecosystem dynamics.

Introduction
Forest canopy mortality has doubled over the past 30 years in
Central European temperate forests (Senf et al., 2018), mainly
due to intensified large-scale droughts, windthrows and bark
beetle outbreaks (Schelhaas et al., 2003; Seidl et al., 2011; Senf
et al., 2018). The increase in forest disturbances is not constant
but is driven by the varying level of climatic stress (Bošeľa et al.,
2020), forest structure and composition, topography (Dobor
et al., 2020b), past management practices (Seidl et al., 2011;
de Groot et al., 2019) and legacies of previous disturbance
events. For example, more diverse tree species compositions and
higher topographic complexity might mitigate some disturbance
impacts (Senf and Seidl, 2018; Dobor et al., 2020b).

Norway spruce (Picea abies L. Karst.) is an economically
important European tree species, constituting one-quarter of
Europe’s growing stock (Hlásny et al., 2021a). Recent years have
seen an unprecedented increase in spruce mortality caused by
drought, windthrows and bark beetle outbreaks (Senf and Seidl,
2018, 2021). This particularly concerned Norway spruce that was
planted outside of its historical climatic range, which exhibited
damage 7-fold higher compared to forests within the spruce
historical range (Marini et al., 2012). An increasing proportion
of spruce mortality is caused by bark beetles, particularly the
Eurasian spruce bark beetle, Ips typographus L., (Coleoptera,
Curculionidae) (Wermelinger, 2004; Økland et al., 2016), which
thrives in warmer and drier climates (Marini et al., 2017). The
beetles typically attack mature trees with suitable phloem
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thickness (over 50 years old), mechanically damaged by wind,
stressed by increased solar radiation in newly created stand
edges (Mezei et al., 2012; Kautz et al., 2013), or stressed
by drought and heat (White, 2015). Large-scale windthrows
and droughts typically trigger the population transition to the
epidemic phase. The beetles can then colonize also healthy trees,
which support higher brood production and thus initiate strong
positive feedbacks in increased tree mortality (Kausrud et al.,
2012). The enlarged populations are able to kill trees on a large
scale, particularly if a warm weather further boosts the beetles’
reproduction (White, 2015).

The measures used to control bark beetle outbreaks include,
for example, salvage logging of windthrown trees before their
colonizations, and sanitary felling of beetle-infested trees before
the emergence of the next generation (Wermelinger, 2004;
Stadelmann et al., 2013; Leverkus et al., 2021a). Both operations
aim to recoup the value of the damaged wood and prevent
future beetle induced damages to trees in the surrounding. An
emergent understanding of the role of disturbance legacies
in ecosystem functioning and lacking empirical evidence of
salvage effectiveness, however, raised concerns about the large-
scale use of this practice (Lindenmayer et al., 2017; Leverkus
et al., 2018). Salvage logging applied in nature conservation
areas often contradicts the objective of conserving biodiversity
and natural ecosystems dynamics, which is largely formed by
recurrent disturbance impacts (Blicharska and Van Herzele, 2015;
Kameniar et al., 2021). Therefore, wide-scale application of
sanitary operations have repeatedly triggered social unrest and
compromised public perception of forestry operations (Kortmann
et al., 2021). This highlights the importance of research aimed
at managing forests under intensified disturbance impacts and
developing strategies fostering forest resilience, which remain
unknown for many ecosystems (Ibáñez et al., 2019; Albrich et al.,
2020).

One of the unresolved questions with essential management
implications is if and how disturbance intensity differs between
forests with different management history and objectives. We
note that we use term ‘disturbance intensity’ (i.e. the cumulative
proportion of disturbed forest over time) interchangeably with
‘disturbance severity’ though some authors use these terms
to describe different aspects of disturbance dynamics (Turner,
2010). For example, disturbances in protected areas tend to be
smaller and more complex in shape than their surroundings
affected by human land use (Senf et al., 2017a; Sommerfeld
et al., 2018). At the same time, active disturbance management
in production forests is deemed efficient in controlling natural
disturbances, while unmanaged nature reserves are thought to
act as foci of bark beetle spread (e.g. Montano et al., 2016; Kunca
et al., 2019). However, empirical evidence of this process is scarce.
For example, Montano et al. (2016) found in the Bavarian National
Park (Germany) that protected areas attract more beetles from
the surrounding managed forests than they export. Moreover,
many protected areas harbour structurally highly diverse forests,
shaped over centuries by mixed-severity disturbances (Meigs
et al., 2017), which often exhibit an enhanced resilience to
disturbances (Winter et al., 2015; Janda et al., 2017). The high
resistance and resilience of such forests (e.g. Bryant et al., 2019)
stem from their high structural and functional diversity and
complex autoregulation mechanisms (Doležal et al., 2020), and

were described with established ecological concepts such as the
insurance hypothesis (Yachi and Loreau, 1999) and the semio-
chemical diversity hypothesis (Zhang and Schlyter, 2003). The
latter concept suggests that the presence of non-host volatiles
from diverse plant communities limits the successful search for
host trees and therefore reduces insect herbivory (Schiebe et al.,
2011; Brockerhoff et al., 2017). Still, how the actual disturbance
level and disturbance trends differ between actively managed
forests and unmanaged protected forests remains unknown,
hampering the formulation of knowledge-based management
strategies.

Remotely sensed data and especially freely available Land-
sat and Sentinel-2 datasets have been used to monitor forest
changes (Hansen et al., 2013) and large-scale tree mortality
for decades (Meddens and Hicke, 2014; Havašová et al., 2017;
Duračiová et al., 2020; Chen et al., 2021; Meng et al., 2022).
Stand-replacing disturbances such as logging can be easier to
detect than the gradual changes induced by chronic stress or
small patches of beetle-induced tree mortality (Senf et al., 2017b;
Chen et al., 2021). Applying longer time series and denser stacks
of images is one way to more reliably capture standing beetle-
infested trees over time, especially during epidemic phases of
outbreaks characterized by continuous patches of standing dead
trees and regional scale forest dieback (Wulder et al., 2005;
Havašová et al., 2015). The use of additional variables such as
previous year forest health status (Barka et al., 2018), tree species
classification maps (Fernandez-Carrillo et al., 2020) or including
climate predictors increased the success rate of early warning
systems for bark beetle infestations (Meng et al., 2022).

Here, we investigate disturbance dynamics in Norway spruce
forests in Slovakia (Central Europe) along a management inten-
sity gradient, focusing on strictly protected reserves, their sur-
roundings, and actively managed production forests. We hypoth-
esize that the structurally more diverse forests in strictly pro-
tected areas are inherently more resistant to disturbances than
the production forests; accordingly, we expect a greater distur-
bance intensity in the production forests. Further, we hypoth-
esize that disturbance intensity has recently increased both in
protected and managed forests. However, we expect lower dis-
turbances in the protected forests due to a buffering effect
of their complex structure. Alternatively, we hypothesize that
high-intensity management in production forests, which includes
disturbance prevention and suppression actions, is efficient in
controlling the disturbance dynamics, and—contrary to our previ-
ous hypothesis—the disturbances will be lower in the production
forests. Our research may contribute to reconciling the different
perceptions of disturbance management in Europe and support
the formulation of context-dependent and climate-adapted dis-
turbance management strategies.

Methods
Forest conditions, disturbance dynamics and
management
Forests cover 41% of Slovakia (i.e. 20 128 km2), with the
main species being European beech (34.2%), Norway spruce
(22.1%) and oaks (10.5%, (Anonymous, 2019). The forests
are predominantly managed for timber production (72.1%).
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Norway spruce disturbance dynamics

Figure 1 Different management strategies in Norway spruce forests in Slovakia: a) natural unmanaged forest; b) unsalvaged windthrow; c) bark beetle
infestation spots in the core zone of the national park and d) salvaged areas after windthrow and bark beetle outbreak. Photo credit: Pavel Mezei, photo
from the Muránska planina National Park (a, d) and the High Tatra National Park (b, c).

Remaining forests are managed for erosion prevention, water
retention and recreation (25.4%, Anonymous, 2019). Strictly
protected unmanaged areas promoting nature conservation
account for 2.5% of the forest area, of which 0.5% are unman-
aged old-growth forests (Mikoláš et al., 2019). The prevalent
management type is shelterwood management (72%), followed
by clear-cutting (26%, Anonymous, 2019). Rotation periods differ
depending on species and site quality; for example, the rotation
period of spruce ranges from 70 to 110 years.

Norway spruce forests in Slovakia have experienced extensive
disturbances during the last three decades, such as windthrows
(Gubka et al., 2014), and outbreaks of the European spruce
bark beetle Ips typographus (Nikolov et al., 2014; Økland et al.,
2016) followed by extensive salvage logging (Kunca et al., 2019).
Therefore, the proportion of Norway spruce forests decreased
from 26% in 1970 to the present (22.1%, Anonymous, 2019).
Norway spruce originally grew on 4.9% of forest land and at
higher elevation (>900 m a.s.l., (Kunca et al., 2019). The remain-
ing share of Norway spruce were planted outside the natural
range of spruce during the 19th and 20th century (Kunca et al.,
2019).

Extensive disturbances resulted in high rates of salvage
harvests in the Norway spruce forests, accounting for 84%
of the total harvests in the period 2005–2017 (Kunca et al.,
2019, National Forest Centre, Slovakia, Supplementary Fig. S1).
Therefore, planned harvesting operations in spruce stands were
minimal over the studied period.

Sanitary operations (salvage logging and sanitary felling)
of damaged timber are mandatory over all managed Slovak
forests, except for strict reserves. To mitigate the spread of
bark beetles between strict reserves and production forests,
the strict reserves are surrounded by a designated buffer
(usually 100 m). In protection buffers, intensive sanitary felling
of infested trees is applied, with financial compensation for
protective measures against bark beetles for forest owners.
These different management strategies resulted in different
structures of disturbed Norway spruce forests, varying from lying
windthrown (unsalvaged) trees, standing bark beetle-killed trees,
to the completely removed tree cover in salvage logged areas
(Fig. 1).

Forest management categories
The examined study sites include different management cate-
gories: (i) strict reserves and (ii) their buffers (500 and 2000 wide)
and (iii) the managed forests with a yield-oriented management.
The buffers are under the same management as the managed
forests though stress is laid on mitigating the spread of bark
beetles from the reserves. Therefore, both buffers can be more
intensively managed than the normal managed forests.

From the total of 386 small strictly protected forests reserves
in Slovakia (corresponding to the IUCN category Ia, Strict Nature
Reserve), we selected 122 reserves with a minimal size of 10 ha
and more than 5% of the reserves covered by Norway spruce
(Fig. 1). The reserves cover a large gradient of natural conditions,
ranging in size from 11 ha to 5965 ha, and Norway spruce
proportion from 6.9% to 97% (Table 1).

The buffers of 500 m and 2000 m surrounded the strict
reserves. The buffer of 500 m encompasses the currently applied
100 m buffer of active bark beetle control and corresponds with
the generally recognized dispersal radius of I. typographus (Wer-
melinger, 2004; Kautz et al., 2014). The buffer of 2000 m encom-
passes the upper recommended buffer width to prevent the
expansion of bark beetles (500 m, Wermelinger, 2004) applied
in some National parks in Central Europe (Senf et al., 2017a).

Managed forests represent production-oriented Norway
spruce forests distant from strict reserves. To identify managed
sites, we created a set of random points localized within spruce
dominated stands, with a minimal distance from the nearest
strict reserve of 4 km. Around each point, we created a buffer
with the same size as the randomly selected reserve. We used
ArcGIS 10.6 for this analysis (ESRI, 2021) (Table 1, Fig. 2).

The mean Norway spruce proportion in all categories ranged
from 64% (strict reserves) to 69% (managed forests, Table 1,
Supplementary Fig. S2). The total area and spruce forest cover
are relatively equal in strict reserves, buffer 500, and managed
site; but it is three times larger in the buffer 2000. The elevation
of study sites varied from 852 ± 249 m a.s.l. to 1057 ± 235 m a.s.l.
(mean ± SD, for managed sites and reserves, respectively). If the
reserves are adjacent to each other, the neighbouring reserve
was excluded from the buffer of the neighbouring reserve.
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Table 1 Summary statistics of the individual management categories within sites (122): sum of total forest cover (ha), Norway spruce forest cover
(ha), share of the Norway spruce from total forest extent, mean ± SD of forest and Norway spruce area, age (year), elevation (m a.s.l.) and Shannon
index per site.

Management
category

Sum total
forest (ha)

Sum total
Norway
spruce (ha)

Forest area
(mean ± SD)

Norway
spruce area
(mean ± SD)

Norway
spruce
share (%)

Age
(mean ± SD)

Elevation
(mean ± SD)

Shannon
(mean ± SD)

Strict Reserve 48 424 33 252 397 ± 600 273 ± 456 64.7 102 ± 22 1057 ± 236 0.7 ± 0.4
Buffer 500 49 206 32 672 403 ± 297 268 ± 220 65.7 100 ± 17 1010 ± 203 0.8 ± 0.4
Buffer 2000 164 261 104 643 1346 ± 604 858 ± 491 64.5 95 ± 12 950 ± 198 0.8 ± 0.4
Managed 50 850 31 221 417 ± 714 256 ± 408 69.7 85 ± 15 852 ± 249 0.7 ± 0.5

Figure 2 Location of selected strict reserves (blue), adjacent buffers (orange and yellow) and managed forests (black) in the Slovakia’s Norway spruce
forests. Inset map: Position of Slovakia in Europe.

Forest and disturbance data
Forest species composition map, including Norway spruce
distribution, are based on the tree species classification of the
Slovak forests based on Landsat imagery (30 m resolution,
Bucha, 1998) elaborated in the frame of the national large-
scale forest ecosystem biodiversity monitoring. The classification
aimed at 15 dominant tree species in Slovakia, using the
maximum likelihood classification, a priori knowledge of tree
species occurrence in forest regions, and a typical tree species
distribution along the elevation gradient (Vladovič, 1994). Stands
with a minimal area of 4 ha, Norway spruce proportion > 85%,
and stand density > 0.7 were used as a training dataset. The
overall classification accuracy varied from 77 to 88%, with the
highest accuracy (89–100%) for Norway spruce and European
beech. We further evaluated the accuracy of Norway spruce
classification against a national forest inventory dataset from
2007 (see Supplementary Table S1 in Supplementary material
for Error matrix and Supplementary Fig. S2 for visualization). This
test showed high agreement between the two datasets (user’s
and producer’s accuracy > 0.83).

For each site and forest management category, we calculated
i) total forest area (ha), ii) proportion of Norway spruce (%) and
iii) proportion (%), and total number of tree species to calculate
Shannon diversity index (for details for calculation Shannon index
from tree species composition map, see Supplementary Fig. S3).

We calculated the mean elevation of each site (i.e. the spa-
tially adjacent group of stands within one management cate-
gory) based on the Space Shuttle Radar Topography Mission dig-
ital elevation model (resolution: 30 m, available online at http://
dwtkns.com/srtm30m/). We excluded stands younger than 50
years (least disturbance susceptible). Mean age of the site there-
fore represents the mean age of the Norway spruce dominated
stands over 50 years old, e.g. the most susceptible for distur-
bances. The spruce age estimation per stands originates from the
national Forest inventory datasets (2005–2006), extrapolated to
stand level by Natural State Conservancy.

To estimate the disturbances extent in the Norway spruce
forest over the last two decades, we used data from the Slo-
vak defoliation monitoring system based on the classification
of Landsat and Sentinel-2 imagery (Bucha and Barka, 2010;
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Barka et al., 2018). The monitoring is based on a two-phase
regression sampling. The first phase uses an orthogonal trans-
formation of the red, near-infrared and shortwave infrared bands
(sensitive to water content and greenness of vegetation) to pre-
classify the level of defoliation. In the second phase, these results
are refined by correlating the values with the ground-based defo-
liation monitoring on 112 permanent monitoring plots within
ICP Forests monitoring network http://icp-forests.net/. This pro-
cedure leads to a high correlation of satellite and ground-truth
data (Pearson correlation: 0.86–0.97), with standard error from
2.1 to 10.45. These metrics support the use of this dataset for
further studies (see Barka et al., 2018 for more details).

The defoliation maps represent defoliation of every pixel vary-
ing from healthy (0% defoliation) to fully defoliated (100% defo-
liation). The latter category represents stand replacing distur-
bances, such as harvests or natural disturbances (windthrows,
bark beetle outbreaks) (Barka et al., 2018; Bucha and Barka,
2010). The data are available for the period 2000–2017, except
for the years 2002, 2003, 2004, 2009 and 2014, when high cloud
contamination prevented the assessment (Barka et al., 2018).

We iteratively processed the individual defoliation maps to i)
identify the year of first disturbance per pixel, and to ii) assure
that disturbed pixels are disturbed only once during the study
period (see Supplementary Fig. S4). Starting from the first year
(in 2000), we classified the defoliation maps into the binary
map, representing ‘undisturbed’ forest [0–60% of defoliation] or
‘disturbed’ [60–100%] forest in particular year. The threshold of
60% (‘heavy defoliation’) follows the recommendations of Bucha
and Barka (2010) and previous testing by Havašová et al. (2017).
The ‘undisturbed’ category was used as a forest mask to filter
out disturbed pixels in following years. We continued iteratively
over all consecutive defoliation maps. Having created annual
disturbance maps, we combined all maps into a cumulative dis-
turbance map for the entire study period (Supplementary Fig. S5,
Supplementary material). We used cumulative disturbance val-
ues instead of annual values to compensate for missing years
in the defoliation maps series. The ‘disturbance’ value [in%]
represents the proportion of disturbed pixels relative to the total
number of pixels occupied by Norway spruce (state from 1999)
from 2000 to 2017 per site. The term ‘disturbance’ includes biotic
(bark beetle) and abiotic (wind damage) disturbances, sanitary
operations, and planned harvest. However, the proportion of
planned harvests in Norway spruce stand was minimal in the
study period (on average 16% of the total harvest, National Forest
Centre, Supplementary Fig. S1). Therefore, our findings can be
interpreted mainly with regard to natural disturbance dynamics.

Statistical analysis
We summarized cumulative disturbances per management cat-
egories using quantiles to capture data central tendency and
account for potential skewness. The annual disturbances repre-
sent the cumulative disturbances divided by the number of years
(n = 18, from 2000 to 2017).

We used generalized additive mixed models (GAMMs, Wood,
2017) to model the cumulative disturbances (dependent vari-
able) over time by management categories, i.e. each site in
the dataset produced one sample point with 18-time steps.
We used GAMMs with beta distribution and logit-link function

(Ferrari and Cribari-Neto, 2004) to account for the restriction of
the cumulative disturbance values [0–100% interval, from no
disturbance to total damage] and to model non-linear temporal
trends in cumulative disturbances among categories. In addi-
tion, GAMMs allowed us to account for the spatial and temporal
dependencies in time series for categories nested within sites.
We statistically controlled for the heterogeneity between sites
by using local characteristics (spruce proportion, tree diversity,
elevation and forest age) to account for the differences between
sites in terms of forest structure and conditions and to filter their
potential effect.

The fixed parameters of the GAMMs contained a main effect
of the category (strict reserve, buffer 500, buffer 2000, and man-
aged sites) and an interaction of the Management category
with thin plate regression spline smoother for time to allow for
different temporal trends among the categories. Since individual
sites varied in spruce proportion, tree diversity (Shannon index),
elevation and forest age, we included the fixed effects of those
variables to disentangle the influence of management and local
environmental characteristics on the forest disturbances. Spruce
proportion and tree diversity were treated as linear predictors
while elevation and site age were used as smooth terms. Random
effect structure of the GAMMs involved factor smooths for time
per individual categories within sites. The factor smooth is a
non-linear alternative to random intercepts and slopes which
may help to reduce temporal autocorrelation in the residuals
(Baayen et al., 2017). However, when we used random factor
smooths penalized for wiggliness, the autocorrelation function
revealed significantly non-independent residuals. We, therefore,
used factor smooths in combination with first-order autoregres-
sive errors (Baayen et al., 2018). A small value of the autoregres-
sive parameter (ρ = 0.15) was sufficient to eliminate the strong
positive autocorrelation structure in the residuals. Residuals of
the autoregressive models showed negative autocorrelation at
the first and second lags, which can make the tests more conser-
vative but do not invalidate significant results (Yue et al., 2002).
Autocorrelation in the lags of higher orders was relatively mild
(range of ACF values: −0.21 to 0.28). No other serious violation
of the model assumptions was recorded. The significance of the
model terms was assessed using Wald tests, conditional on the
smoothing parameter estimates (Wood, 2013).

To evaluate the significance of Management category-by-year
interaction, we fitted simpler GAMM without the Management
category-specific temporal trends and compared it with the full
GAMM involving Management category-specific smoothers using
a χ2 test on the differences in maximum-likelihood scores (van
Rij J et al., 2017). We used the full GAMM model (including all
explanatory variables) with the management category-specific
temporal trends to analyse the partial effects of forest structural
and environmental predictors.

Disturbance intensification over time period was expressed
as compound annual disturbance rates from GAMMs predicted
values per management category. Compound annual distur-
bance rates were calculated as the difference between predicted
average cumulative disturbances in the last and first year, divided
by total number of years (n = 18). The analyses were performed
in R (R Development Core Team, 2019) using the libraries itsadug
(van Rij J et al., 2017) and mgcv (Wood, 2017) at Finnish IT Centre
for Science supercomputing facilities (www.research.csc.fi). We
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Table 2 Distribution of cumulative disturbances (%, ha) over management categories (2000–2017). The values are expressed as mean and individual
quantiles intervals.

Quantiles (%)

Management
category

Mean 0 1 25 Median (50) 75 99 100

Strict reserve 19.4 (71) 0 (0) 0 (0) 2.9 (1.2) 6.2 (6.9) 24.3 (39.5) 91.1 (785.3) 98.9 (1008.4)
Buffer 500 30.3 (72.7) 2.2 (0.7) 2.5 (1.2) 9.6 (13.1) 18.6 (30.9) 46.8 (102) 96.9 (377.4) 99.7 (496.7)
Buffer 2000 30.9 (205.4) 2.3 (0.8) 3.4 (1.1) 13.2 (56.4) 20.3 (129.5) 40.4 (306.7) 96.6 (934.1) 99.1 (1031.9)
Managed forests 31.4 (79.9) 0 (0) 0 (0) 12.2 (6.2) 23.7 (27.7) 45 (79.8) 95.1 (547.9) 97.1 (812.6)

processed spatial datasets and created maps using ArcGIS 10
software (ESRI, 2021) and QGIS 3.6 (QGIS Development Team,
2020).

Results
Cumulative disturbances
In the period 2000–2017, the cumulative disturbances varied
among the categories (Table 2) and were strongly right skewed.
Strict reserves experienced lower cumulative disturbances
(mean 19.4%, median 6.2%) than production forests (mean
30.3–31.4%, median: 18.6–23.7% for buffer 500 and man-
aged forest, respectively). Mean annual disturbances calcu-
lated from cumulative values are in Supplementary material
(Supplementary Fig. S7, Supplementary Table S2).

Temporal trends
Temporal trends of cumulative disturbances differed among the
categories as evidenced by the significant effect of manage-
ment category × time interaction in the GAMM (χ2(df = 6) = 32.3,
P < 0.0001). After the initial stable period, disturbances accel-
erated from 2005 and began to diverge among the managed
forests and strict reserves (Fig. 3). Disturbances sharply increased
in the buffers and managed forests over time. The average pre-
dicted cumulative disturbance was 9.9% in strict reserve and
varying from 27.2% to 33.1% in between control zone to buffer
2000. Compound annual disturbance rates were considerably
lower in the strict reserves (0.58% y−1) then in production forests.
Although the annual disturbance rates were generally compara-
ble among the managed stands, the buffer 2000 had the highest
annual disturbance rate (2.21% y−1), followed by the buffer 500
(1.97% y−1), and managed forests (1.76% y−1).

Disturbance drivers
Among the forest structural characteristics, spruce proportion
and average stand age showed a significant positive relationship
with cumulative disturbances (Table 3, Fig. 4). Elevation and tree
diversity had non-significant effects on the disturbance inten-
sity, and elevation showed non-significant humped relationships.
Interestingly, although non-significant, tree diversity represented
by Shannon index was positively associated with the disturbance
intensity (Fig. 4). The predictors accounted for almost 25% of
variability in the dataset (pseudo-R2 = 0.249).

Figure 3 Cumulative disturbances at 122 sites in the Western Carpathians
over the period 2000–2017. Expected cumulative disturbance predicted
by the beta GAMM (lines) and 95% confidence intervals (bands) are dis-
played while controlling for the effect of elevation, Shannon tree diversity
and Norway spruce cover. Details of the model are given in Table 3.

Discussion
Our study confirmed an increasing rate of natural disturbances
reported from Europe and around the globe (Seidl et al., 2020)
as well disturbance intensification varying between differently
managed forests (Sommerfeld et al., 2018). We found a strik-
ing difference in the total amount of disturbances and average
yearly disturbance rates between strictly protected reserves and
production forests (Fig. 3). This might suggest the superiority of
complex forest structure and natural regulation mechanism, e.g.
autoregulation mechanisms due to high structural and func-
tional diversity (Doležal et al., 2020), abundance of natural ene-
mies (Wegensteiner et al., 2015) and reduced insect herbivory
in diverse communities (Brockerhoff et al., 2017) over active
disturbance control exercised in managed forest. We further
discuss the potential drivers of this variation and implications of
our findings for managing and conserving forests under climate
change.

Ecological background and implications
The increasing disturbance intensity in Europe’s Norway spruce
forests has been reported for different environments, including
mountains and lowlands (Hlásny et al., 2021a) and for differently
managed forests (Sommerfeld et al., 2018). In the past, the
forests examined here have been predominantly disturbed by
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Table 3 Summary of the beta GAMM fitted to the cumulative disturbances (%, from 2000 to 2017). The random-effects structure includes penalized
factor smooth of time by management categories within sites (fs(Time, Management category(Site)). Degrees of freedom (for parametric terms) and
effective degrees of freedom (for smooth terms) are displayed (DF) along with Wald test statistics (F) and associated P-values. Partial coefficients
(std. errors) and their tests are given for parametric terms. Note that strictly protected reserves are the reference level (intercept) of the variable
Management category.

Model terms Coefficients (SE) DF F P-value

Parametric terms
Intercept (Strict Reserve) −6.29 (0.56) 1 -11.13 <0.0001
Management category 3 20.92 <0.0001
– Buffer 500 1.31 (0.21) 1 6.24 <0.0001
– Buffer 2000 1.60 (0.22) 1 7.41 <0.0001
– Managed 0.96 (0.24) 1 4.02 <0.0001
Spruce proportion 0.03 (0.01) 1 5.34 <0.0001
Shannon (Tree diversity) 0.53 (0.33) 1 1.59 0.1114
Smooth terms
s(Time) × Strict Reserve 15.5 33.71 <0.0001
s(Time) × Buffer 500 15.3 34.61 <0.0001
s(Time) × Buffer 2000 14.7 26.07 <0.0001
s(Time) × Managed 15.0 47.34 <0.0001
s(Elevation) 1.6 2.27 0.2224
s(Age) 1.5 9.33 0.0028
fs(Time, Management category(Site)) 4322.0 866.08 <0.0001

episodic windthrows followed by bark beetle outbreaks, which is
a typical disturbance regime of Central European spruce forests
(Čada et al., 2016; Janda et al., 2017). In the Western Carpathi-
ans, past large-scale disturbances could, to a certain extent,
homogenize tree size and age structure and thus increase forest
vulnerability to the present-day disturbances (Janda et al., 2017).
The observed increase in disturbance intensity was likely related
to the transition to drought-driven outbreak dynamics, which has
been recently documented in the neighbouring Norway spruce
forests in Czechia (Hlásny et al., 2021b). In particular, the recent
disturbance increase can be attributed to the extensive drought
in 2003 (Rouault et al., 2006), compound effect of devastating
windthrow from 2004, the subsequent increase in bark beetle
populations (Nikolov et al., 2014; Kunca et al., 2019), and the sub-
sequent period with exceptionally hot and dry years (particularly
increasing from 2014, Bošeľa et al., 2020; Büntgen et al., 2021).

We found that managed forests exhibited a cumulative distur-
bances three times higher than forests in the strict reserves, and
this difference was increasing over time (9.9% of forest disturbed
in strict reserves, on average, and 27–33% in the remaining cate-
gories). At the same time, the compound annual disturbance rate
was 1.76% y−1 in managed forests and 0.58% y−1 in the reserves.
Planned harvests in Norway spruce stands (16% of the total
harvest during 2005–2017, Supplementary Fig. S1) partly con-
tributed to this difference, however, they did not negate the iden-
tified three-fold difference between the categories. Although the
underlying mechanisms of this difference are not entirely under-
stood, we suggest that semi-natural unmanaged forests are
better buffered from climate change-driven disturbance intensi-
fication than managed production forests.

The forests in strict reserves were generally older, occurred
in higher elevations, had lower tree species diversity, and a
lower Norway spruce proportion than the managed forests

(Supplementary Fig. S6). While higher age and lower species
diversity are likely to increase forest propensity to wind and
bark beetles, these effects may have been overwhelmed by
the thermal limitation constraining beetles‘ development and
a smaller abundance of vulnerable spruce. Although lower
species diversity in the strict reserves can be surprising, some
of the investigated forests represent subalpine Norway spruce
ecosystems formed by a limited number of species and with a
monotonous age structure (Mikoláš et al., 2019). However, such
forests can show a high ecological resilience to disturbances
(Janda et al., 2017).

All national parks in Slovakia, which represent a substantial
proportion of here investigated strict reserves, were established
after 1949, and these forests had been managed with varying
intensity in the prior period. Therefore, the legacies of the previous
management remain in these forests, and they may differ in
their structure and functioning from old-growth natural forests.
Our findings indirectly suggest that resilient forest structures can
evolve within decades after the management has ceased. This
agrees with Albrich et al. (2021), who suggested that a number of
important forest attributes can recover quickly after disturbance
and therefore even formerly managed forests may contribute
to enriched landscapes, although a full return to old-growth
conditions can take centuries. These observations highlight the
importance of conserving natural forests, which allows compar-
ing their dynamics with the dynamics of forests modified by
humans, serving as natural laboratories (Smit et al., 2017; Sterner
et al., 2019).

Implications for forest management
Forest management in Central Europe has strived historically to
foster forest productivity by promoting profitable tree species
such as Norway spruce, applying rotation forestry, and different
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Figure 4 Partial effect of Norway spruce proportion (%), elevation (m a.s.l.), stand age (years) and tree diversity (Shannon index) on cumulative
disturbance at 122 sites in the Western Carpathians for different management categories. The model details are in Table 3.

tending strategies. This approach led to high forest cover in many
European countries and the overall increase in afforested areas
on the continent during the 20th century. However, focusing
excessively on productivity has eroded ecosystem resilience and
increased the forest’s vulnerability to wind and insect outbreaks.
Therefore, additional measures were introduced to improve tree
static stability by thinning and shortening of rotation length
(Roberge et al., 2016), and keeping pest populations low by
sanitation removal of infested trees, beetle trapping, and using
insecticides and semiochemicals (Hlásny et al., 2021a; Wer-
melinger, 2004). However, the success of efforts aimed to
replace the natural regulation mechanisms emerging from
species, structural and functional diversity (Mori et al., 2017),
remains unclear. Therefore, comparing disturbance dynamics
in natural and managed forests does not only advance our
understanding of system resilience and vulnerability but also
reveals possible limitations of cultural practices for distur-
bance control. Although our findings are not conclusive in
this regard, they question a broadly held belief that salvage
logging and sanitary felling practiced in production forests
will prevent disturbance impacts, while protected areas serve
as foci of disturbance spread. The decreasing efficiency of
removing windthrown spruce trees on bark beetle populations
under a warmer climate has been suggested, for example, by

Zimová et al. (2020), Dobor et al. (2020a) and Leverkus et al.
(2021b). Our findings suggest that forests containing old-growth
conditions can be more resilient to climate change, including
intensified disturbance impacts. This may require reconsidering
current management practices and promote strategies such as
Natural Dynamics Silviculture, which aims to emulate natural dis-
turbance dynamics at several scales through silviculture manipu-
lations (Drever et al., 2006; Kuuluvainen et al., 2021; Aszalós et al.,
2022).

A lower disturbance intensity in strictly protected forests
is remarkable in the perspective of a relatively short period
(<70 years) since the management has been ceased. Moreover,
salvage logging after extreme disturbance events have only
been banned from 2002 (Anonymous, 2002). Although this
is not the only difference between the investigated managed
and strictly protected forests (for example, elevation and
topographic complexity were, on average, higher in the reserves),
it highlights the potential for reaching resilient forest structures
within relatively short periods (Sabatini et al., 2020; Albrich
et al., 2021) and benefiting from natural dynamics in selected
parts of the landscape (Aszalós et al., 2022). However, this
requires shifting from the narrow historical focus of conservation
on the iconic landscapes and wildlife towards creating large
multifunctional landscapes helping to reach conservation
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objectives and securing human well-being (Watson et al., 2014).
This is critically important at the era of increasing demand for
forest-based products in an effort to reduce our dependence on
fossil-fuels.

Methodological aspects and limitations
The main limitation of the current study is a possible confusion
of natural and anthropogenic disturbance (e.g. planned and
sanitary harvests). Although we included only strict reserves
under a no-management regime, some harvests may have
occurred in old-growth forests, although to a limited extend
(Mikoláš et al., 2019), for example, in relation to sanitation
removal of trees infested by bark beetles that are permitted
under some circumstances. Another issue is a problematic
differentiation of planned harvest and natural disturbance in
production forests, where they concur. This was to a large extent
resolved by focusing on spruce forests only, where >84% of
harvests were related to the salvaging of dead trees in the studied
period (Supplementary Fig. S1). We, therefore, argue that the
effect of planned harvests does not undermine our conclusions,
yet it needs to be considered.

Further limitations relate to the resolution of used satellite
imagery, the accuracy of forest tree species classification and tree
defoliation monitoring. These data obviously underestimated sin-
gle tree mortality (e.g. until 2005, Havašová et al., 2015, 2017),
and tree species diversity have been evaluated only at the beta-
level. Future studies should therefore exploit ground-based for-
est inventory data to compare mortality rates between man-
aged and protected forests, and thus extend the here presented
coarse-resolution assessment. Such research could also extend
the set of here used predictors, and consider, for example, indices
describing the complexity of vertical structure, functional forest
diversity, the abundance of beetles’ antagonists, and other fac-
tors associated with forest resistance and resilience (Erfanifard
et al., 2019). Further extension of the current study should con-
trast changing disturbance dynamics in the period before 1990
and after 2000 to unravel the speed of forest decline under
rapidly changing climate. Still, the investigated period 2000–2017
covers a dramatic increase in disturbance intensity, displaying a
clear temporal signal.

Lastly, the improvement of the remote sensing sensors over
time can lead to the false estimation of the magnitude of the
agent of forest change (Palahí et al., 2021; Breidenbach et al.,
2022). For example, recent improvement of the sensors’ capacity
led to erroneous estimation of the abrupt increase in forest
harvests after 2015 (Palahí et al., 2021). On the other hand, the
improvement of sensors also allowed to improve identification of
the small-scale disturbances such as thinning (Breidenbach et al.,
2022) or early bark beetle infestations (Chen et al., 2021; Meng
et al., 2022). Therefore, changes in sensors and classification
methods need to be carefully considered when examining long
term remotely sensed datasets. Our results show the abrupt
increase in disturbances since 2005 (Fig. 3) that agreed with
interpretation of aerial imagery (Nikolov et al., 2014) and national
forest management statistics (Kunca et al., 2019). Although
our datasets suffer from the known artefacts of the remotely
sensed data (Breidenbach et al., 2022) and classification errors

(Olofsson et al., 2013, 2014), we suggest that the errors were
equally distributed among the management categories and over
the years and therefore do not substantially affect our results.

Conclusion
A body of evidence suggests that forest disturbances inten-
sify globally in response to climate change. We showed that
this trend is present also in Central European spruce forests;
yet the cumulative disturbance rate differed between differ-
ently managed forests. A lower disturbance intensity in strict
forest reserves suggests that these forests can be more resis-
tant to disturbance impacts than forests actively managed for
timber production. This indirectly questions the efficiency of dis-
turbance control measures, such as sanitary logging, to prevent
further tree mortality in managed forests. These findings high-
light the importance of protected forests with complex structures
which can act as important stabilizing elements in the land-
scapes exposed to climate change and intensifying disturbance
regimes.

Supplementary data
Supplementary data are available at Forestry online.

Data availability
Tree species classification raster and near-yearly forest defo-
liation datasets are available upon request at the National
Forest Centre, Zvolen, Slovakia on https://www.nlcsk.org/stale
s/. The Strict reserves layer is available upon request from State
Nature Conservancy of the Slovak Republic http://www.sopsr.sk/.
The code and the summary dataset to reproduce the model and
plots are available at https://github.com/mariapotterf/disturba
nceIntensification.
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